Bread, Wine and Language
One week-program
20 hrs/week group course in the morning + cooking class and dinner, wine tasting,
Uffizi museum tour
Florence
the program includes:
– assessment test
– 20 hours Group language lessons from
9 am to 1 pm
– 3 meals
– 1 city food and wine tour
– 1 wine tastings
– 1 cookery class
– 1 Uffizi museum tour
1 week-program €580
special price for one additional week: Italian Language and Culture €150

Monday
8:30 A brief test of your knowledge of Italian and the first lesson of the course.
16:00 Appointment at the school for a brief presentation of the program.
16:30 Flavors Of The City: A food and drink walking tour of the historic center,
discovering traditional ingredients, with tastings of cheese, salami, and local sweets.
Tuesday
16:30 The Uffizi Galleries – Food in the art: An intriguing and unusual tour among
works that illustrate food within banquet scenes.
Wednesday
17:00 The Pleasure Of Food: A lesson on the cuisine based on the rich variety of
seasonal Tuscan dishes, followed by a dinner to taste the prepared dishes.
Thursday
16:30 The pleasures of wine. Using the senses: Look, smell, taste - enjoy!
We look at how to use the information on the label to choose wine, then learn how
to maximise enjoyment of the wine using three senses. First we enjoy the colour
and texture of the wine in the glass. Next we savour the scent in all its complexity.
Finally we taste, enjoying and exploring the unique flavour of each wine. We will be
able to use these techniques to the full during our guided wine tasting.
Friday
11:30 The San Ambrogio market and lunch in a typical eating-spot (trattoria):
Discovering the colors, smells, and flavors of the local gastronomical tradition.

Florence: Apr 27 – May 11 – June 8 – July 6 – Aug 31 – Sept 14 – Oct 12, 2020

Public Holidays and closure days: Jan 6 – Apr 12, 13 – May 1 – Jun 2 – Jun 24 (Florence only) – Dec 8 –
Christmas holidays in Lucca: Dec 19 2020 – Jan 10 2021 / Christmas holiday in Florence and Bologna: Dec
19 – Jan, 10 2021 – Bologna is closed from Aug. 10 to Aug. 14, 2020

